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Category: American History/Biography 
 
FINDING YOUR ROOTS SUNDAYS  9p  4/2/17 – 6/25/17  60m 
Finding Your Roots with Henry Louis Gates, Jr. is the 12th and latest series from the renowned 
cultural critic and Harvard scholar. In this 10-part series, Professor Gates continues the quest he 
begun in African American Lives 1 and 2 and Faces of America delving into the genealogy and 
genetics of an all new group of famous Americans. The series combines history and science in a 
fascinating exploration of race, family, and identity in today's America. Each hour features a 
different pair of celebrity guests, who are bound together by an intimate, sometimes hidden 
link, whether it be as old friends, through long-lost relatives, or even through a common 
ancestral past. 
 
DEFYING THE NAZIS: THE SHARPS’ WAR  11p  4/23/17  90m 
Join an American couple's courageous mission in 1939 to help refugees escape Nazi-occupied 
Europe. Over the course of two years, the pair will risk their lives so that hundreds can live in 
freedom. A new film by Ken Burns and Artemis Joukowsky. 
 
PEARL HARBOR – INTO THE ARIZONA  10p  5/18/17  60m 
On the eve of the 75th anniversary, join the first expedition to explore inside the USS Arizona 
since the date that will live in infamy, as state-of-the-art imaging technology reveals the 
aftermath and incredible story of the Pearl Harbor attack. 
 
PEARL HARBOR – USS OKLAHOMA  10p  5/25/17  60m 
Explore what happened to the USS Oklahoma, the only battleship to capsize during the Pearl 
Harbor attack. Examine new details about what may have caused the ship to overturn and hear 
stories from Oklahoma survivors and families of those lost. 
 
CENTURY IN THE SUN (A WLRN PRODUCTION)  11p  5/3/17  60m 
A CENTURY IN THE SUN is the story of Florida's dramatic transformation from America's last 
frontier into the fourth largest state in the U.S. The film chronicles how Standard Oil magnate 
Henry Flagler arrived in Florida in the late 1800s, built a railroad and hotel empire on the last 
American frontier, and launched a population boom that lasted a hundred years. The film 
traces Flagler's impact on Florida through the 20th century, as it becomes the fastest-growing 
state in the U.S., exploring the consequences -- both intended and unintended -- of Flagler's 
stunning success in launching the boom that drove Florida's economy, until it was stopped in its 
tracks by the Great Recession. 
 



THE GREAT WAR: AMERICAN EXPERIENCE  THURSDAYS  10p  6/15/17 – 6/29/17  120m 
Explore America's tortured, nearly three-year journey to war. Reports of German atrocities and 
submarine attacks on American ships erode neutrality, finally leading to Wilson's proclamation 
that "the world must be made safe for democracy." 
 
 
Category: Arts 
 
SOUNDBREAKING SUNDAYS  7p  4/2/17 – 4/19/17  60m 
Get an in-depth look at the art of music recording and how it has evolved. The last project of 
Beatles producer Sir George Martin, the programs feature more than 150 exclusive and original 
interviews. 
 
REEL SOUTH  TUESDAYS  11:30p  4/4/17 – 4/25/17  30m 
REEL SOUTH is a new anthology series that highlights the masterful, provocative Southern 
tradition of storytelling, exploring the alluring and complicated region and its diverse voices and 
points of view. Hosted by platinum-selling, Grammy-winning recording artist Darius Rucker 
(Hootie & The Blowfish), REEL SOUTH includes half-hour and hour-long independent, 
documentary films about the American South. The twelve acclaimed films have recently 
premiered at film festivals and theaters, building buzz and audiences. REEL SOUTH now brings 
these films to a national audience hungry for authentic stories from one of the most unique 
corners of America. 
 
 
Category: Culture 
 
DEEP CITY: THE BIRTH OF THE MIAMI SOUND (A WLRN PRODUCTION) 11p  5/10/17  60m 
Learn how two musical geniuses created the first black-owned record label in Florida. Explore 
the early days of 1960s soul music in Miami, the pioneers of that era and their lasting 
contributions to the broader American musical landscape. 
 
SERIES: TEMAS DE MUJER (Weekly Sunday Programming) 
Hosted by Vilma Petrash, this talk show is dedicated to highlighting the participation of the 
Hispanic woman in the professional world, and what she thinks about current local, national 
and international issues.  It is a program for the entire family with a focus on the Hispanic 
woman and their topics. 
 
SERIES: EL SHOW DE PEDRO ROMAN (Weekly Sunday Programming) 
Hosted by Pedro Roman (INTERNATIONAL LATIN ENTERTAINER) El Show de Pedro Roman is a 
talk show about a variety of arts and music entertainment. 
 
SERIES: COMENTANDO (Weekly Sunday Programming) 
Hosted by Carlos Cabezas, this program explores mystical, scientific, medical topics and other 
issues or areas which affect our everyday lives. 



SERIES: ANTE USTED (Weekly Sunday Programming) 
Hosted by Dr. Luis Fernandez, this series is dedicated to the discussion of issues related to 
criminal justice, consumer protection, immigration, drug abuse, and other issues related to the 
judicial system.  An informative program for all interested in a deeper understanding of this 
system as laws are updated and changed throughout the year, it is important to stay current.  
 
SERIES: COLOMBIA AL DIA (Weekly Sunday Programming)     
Hosted by Enrique Cordoba, Colombia al Dia, covers with economic, political and social issues in 
Colombia and the Colombian community in South Florida (as well as worldwide).  This dynamic 
program brings you the relevant information not often seen on commercial television. A culture 
and news oriented weekly report from Colombia.  
 
SERIES: CUBA Y SU HISTORIA (Weekly Sunday Programming) 
Cuba y su Historia, hosted by Jose Antonio Albertini.  This talk show deals with historical issues 
and the current political and socio-cultural situations in Cuba reaching to other Latin countries 
around the globe. 
 
SERIES: OPINIONES (Weekly Sunday Programming) 
Opiniones is hosted by Pedro Corzo and addresses political, economic and national issues as 
well as international information.  Corzo tackles broad, global issues that go beyond the 
headlines.   
 
SERIES: FORO 17 (Weekly Sunday Programming) 
Hosted by Luis G. Diaz, Foro 17, this talk show explores economic, political and social issues in 
South Florida as well as national discussions that effect our community. 
 
GLOBE TREKKER  TUESDAYS  7p 4/4/17 – 6/27/17 60m 
GLOBE TREKKER transports viewers to unforgettable destinations through its stunning 
photography, rhythmic indigenous music and spirit of adventure. In each episode, one vibrant 
young traveler ventures off the beaten path to soak up the local culture, sample the cuisine and 
revel in breathtaking vistas. In keeping with their aim of "living as the locals do," charismatic 
hosts Ian Wright, Justine Shapiro, Zay Harding, Megan McCormick and others explore 
everything from big-city landmarks to exotic sights in remote villages. 
 
MIND OF A CHEF FRIDAYS  7p  5/5/17 – 6/30/17  30m 
From ramen to rotting bananas, from Copenhagen to Kentucky, from pork buns to golf clubs IN 
THE MIND OF A CHEF is a rethinking of a "travel/cooking show" -- it feeds the gut and the mind. 
It is a series that dares to make connections between food and nature, science, music, art, 
sports, history, and pretty much anything else a renowned chef can stir up. It is an experience 
that unlocks the potential of food, travel and the mind. 
 
A CHEF’S LIFE FRIDAYS  7:30p  5/5/17 – 6/30/17  30m 
A Chef's Life is a new food/reality series featuring Chef Vivian Howard. Vivian was making a 
name for herself in New York City, when her father, a hog farmer, offered to get her started in 



her own restaurant. The catch? It would be located in her home town, a place she swore she 
would never return --- the Deep South. The series plunges audiences into the kitchen of the 
restaurant Chef and The Farmer, a highbrow restaurant located in Kinston, NC, one of the most 
impoverished communities in the U.S. When Vivian arrives home, she begs local farmers to 
grow fennel, lemongrass and Jerusalem artichokes --- none of which are native to the region. 
Soon, she realizes that the cooking techniques she learned in New York could be applied to her 
"grandmother's ingredients," the bounty grown by local farmers. Vivian's recipes are exquisitely 
assembled to bring out the best in the locally grown fresh ingredients. This is real "southern 
cooking," anyone can implement into their own lives. Six years in, Vivian has become a pillar in 
this small community, with the restaurant winning accolades across the country. As the series 
opens, she and her husband Ben are juggling the business and raising twins, when a devastating 
kitchen fire destroys the restaurant overnight. What happens next is a true testament to 
Southern grit. 
 
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW WEDNESDAYS AND FRIDAYS  7p  4/5/17 – 4/28/17  60m 
ANTIQUES ROADSHOW cameras capture tales of family heirlooms, yard sale bargains and long-
lost items salvaged from attics and basements, while experts reveal the fascinating truths about 
these finds. 
 
AFRICA’S GREAT CIVILIZATIONS SUNDAYS  8p  4/2/17 – 5/7/17 
Beginning with Africa's ancient history as the cradle of mankind, this documentary series with 
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. brings to life the epic stories of both little-known and celebrated African 
kingdoms and cultures. 
 
BILLY CONNOLLY’S TRACKS ACROSS AMERICA WEDNESDAYS  10:30p  4/5/17 – 4/19/17  45m 
Though Scottish comedian Billy Connolly has spent almost half his life living in the United 
States, he hasn't seen many of the places that fall in between the country's major cities and 
airports. In the three-part program BILLY CONNOLLY'S TRACKS ACROSS AMERICA, he travels 
from Chicago to New York on a 6,000 mile, 26-state train journey through the "backyard of 
America." From the Minnesota state fair to a Californian elephant seal rookery, he'll finally see 
the places he missed while flying from city to city - following in the tracks of the pioneers who 
built our nation and meeting the small-town residents, cowboys and free spirits who now call it 
home. 
 
FORGOTTEN COAST  10p  5/2/17  60m 
Following in the footsteps of a wandering Florida black bear, three friends leave civilization and 
enter a lost American wilderness on a rugged thousand-mile journey by foot, paddle, and bike. 
Traversing Florida's vast and seldom seen "Forgotten Coast," the expedition encounters 
stunning and rare wildlife including black bears, manatees, alligators, ancient river fish, and 
endangered woodpeckers - all living within a fragile wildlife corridor stretching from the 
Everglades to the Florida-Alabama border. The Suncoast Emmy-Award winning documentary 
was also awarded the Exploration and Adventure award at the 2016 BLUE Ocean Film Festival.  
 
 



Category: Science/Technology 
 
NOVA  Sundays  10p 4/2/17 – 6/25/17  60m 
PBS' premier science series helps viewers of all ages explore the science behind the headlines. 
Along the way, NOVA programs demystify science and technology and highlight the people 
involved in scientific pursuits. 
 
THE BRAIN WITH DAVID EAGLEMAN  THURSDAYS  7p  4/6/17 – 4/20/17  60m 
Neuroscientist Eagleman explores the human brain in a series that reveals the ultimate story of 
us, why we feel and think the things we do. The project blends science with innovative visual 
effects and compelling stories, and addresses big questions. 
 
 
Category: Environment/Nature/Geography 
 
WILD!  Mondays  7p  4/3/17 – 6/26/17  60m 
The finest nature films available from some of the world's best nature and wildlife documentary 
providers make up the third season of this nature series, now re-titled as "Wild!" 
 
NATURE Mondays 8p 4/24/17 – 6/26/17  60m 
NATURE, television's longest-running weekly natural history series, has won more than 200 
honors from the television industry, parent groups, the international wildlife film community 
and environmental organizations, including the only award ever given to a television program 
by the Sierra Club. 
 
SPY IN THE WILD, A NATURE MINISERIES  Mondays 8p  4/3/17 & 4/17/17 
Spy Creatures infiltrate the world of animal intelligence, ingenuity, and creativity. Watch our 
spies disguised as animals observe a gray squirrel stealing Spy Nut, a sea otter cracking open a 
meal, and an orangutan washing with soap! 
 
 
Category: Health 
 
OCEANS OF PINK: WARRIORS OF HOPE (A WLRN PRODUCTION) 12a  6/26/17  60m 
One-hour documentary that depicts the courageous life story of a Hispanic woman recently 
diagnosed with breast cancer, and how her life will turn around forever when she discovers her 
own inner strength. As we follow her journey, from the moment of her diagnosis, to the time 
she starts designing a new way of life on her own terms and in the spirit of her own 
survivorship, the stories of a group of breast cancer dragon boat paddlers of 4 different Florida 
teams will unfold. The teams will come together in a celebration of life at the 2014 IBCP 
Participatory Dragon Boat Festival, where this year, more than 3,000 survivors from around the 
world will meet in Sarasota, Florida. Their stories are a vivid reflection that represents entire 
trajectory of breast cancer survivors that has crossed the life of the narrator. The story is 
narrated through the eyes of the Colombian producer Shirley Ravachi. A seven-year breast 



cancer survivor, Shirley shares her own journey where races are won and races are lost, where 
there is always an ocean to be discovered, and a dragon boat waiting ashore. Oceans of Pink? is 
a story of faith, courage and resilience that reminds us that as we liberate from fears, we 
become shining stars. 
 
 
Category: War/Veterans/National Security 
 
WORLD WAR II: THE PRICE OF EMPIRE  THURSDAYS  9p  5/4/17 – 6/29/17  60m 
We survey the inter-war years, the rise of the dictators, appeasement and the expansionist 
policies of the Third Reich until the eve of the invasion of Poland. In the East Japan's invasion of 
China, which can be traced back at least to the Mukden Incident of 1931, has escalated into a 
full-scale conflict following Japan's invasion of Manchuria in 1937. 
 
1916 THE IRISH REBELLION  THURSDAYS  11p  5/4/17 – 5/18/17  60m 
Narrated by actor Liam Neeson, the series 1916 THE IRISH REBELLION tells the dramatic story of 
the events that took place in Dublin during Easter of 1916, when a small group of poorly-armed 
Irish rebels took on the might of the British Empire. Although defeated militarily, this small 
group of men and women would wring a moral victory from the jaws of defeat and would 
inspire countless freedom struggles throughout the world. The documentary-featuring a 
combination of rarely seen archival footage, new segments filmed on location worldwide, and 
interviews with leading international experts-also uncovers the untold story of the central role 
Irish Americans played in the lead-up to the rebellion. 
 
 
Category: Religion/Ethics 
 
CHAPLAINS WEDNESDAYS  11p  5/25/17 & 5/31/17  60m 
CHAPLAINS takes the viewer into the dynamic world of chaplains-men and women who 
represent their own particular faith tradition, but are trained to be of comfort and support to 
everyone-religious or not. Through personal profiles, the documentary explores the daily life of 
chaplains throughout society, from their role in the military and the workplace to their work in 
prisons and behind-the-scenes of NASCAR. With a tradition dating back centuries, chaplains 
today are on the front lines-often in the midst of life and death situations- where the questions 
are the deepest, and the need for spiritual and pastoral care the greatest. The film provides a 
window into religious diversity in America today and the murky nature of the American 
principle of separation of religion and state. 
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